
Self-Quizzing Expectations

These are the same for every subject, every day!  

• Write your Name, form, subject and date at the top of the page.

• One full page of self-quizzing for the correct subject each morning 

• Must have evidence of purple pen corrections (not just ticking) 

• No missed lines or gaps

• No oversized titles or dates 

The Mandeville School 
Year 7 

Core Knowledge Book
Spring Term 2

Day to hand in Core Sheet Self Quizzing 

Week A Monday Computing

Tuesday Art

Wednesday Drama and/or Music

Thursday English

Friday P.E.

Sparx Maths due every Wednesday by 8:30 am.

Week B Monday Geography

Tuesday History

Wednesday Religious Studies

Thursday French/Spanish

Friday Science



What is Self-Quizzing?

• What do I have to do with the Core Knowledge Book?

• We will be completing a ‘Look, Cover, Write, Check’ exercise for each page of core
knowledge. Just one A4 page a day.

• The purpose of this method is to repeatedly recall information until it goes from your
working memory to your long term memory.

How do I do ‘Look, Cover, Write, Check?’

• Students work will need to work in ‘no talk’ mode to focus.

• Students read a small chunk of information from their core knowledge book.

• They cover it with their hand/ pencil case/ book

• They try to write it down accurately from memory (integrity)

• They check against their core knowledge book and correct errors and fill gaps in purple
pen

• Repeat until they fill the whole page.

What should it look like when I

have finished?

.
• You should have a full page of 

A4 with no gaps. On the right 

hand side it should have your 

purple pen corrections

These core sheets should take you

no more than about 30 minutes

each night.

You complete one an evening and

then post it in your form box in

Reception the next morning.

Remember the purpose is recalling

the information so you don’t need to

worry about having perfect

handwriting for example.

Ensure you write on every line and

don’t waste space.



Step by Step Guide
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Fantasy
A genre of writing in which the plot 
could not
happen in real l ife. Often, the plot 

involves magic or witchcraft and
takes place on another planet or in 
another — undiscovered —

dimension of this world. The overall  
theme of the setting is 
usually medieval in tone, meaning 
that some combination of the

architecture, clothing, language,
and technology resembles the
European Middle Ages. Many times, 

the plot also involves 
mythical creatures or talking
animals (that might wear clothes 

and live in houses), and witches 
or sorcerers.

2) Key features of fantasy worlds

a)A system of magic with 
established rules that is a source of 
confl ict ofdriving force in the plot.
b)A wel l‐developed setting that

immersesyour
reader in the climate, 
landscape, people and power in 
society (or lack of it).
c)Complex characters who are not

there simply to
fight – they must be unique 
individuals with desires and 
goals of their own.
d)Confl ict expressed through 

characters (inner), between 
characters (small‐scale) or 
against powerful external forces
(large‐scale).
e)An established power structure –

who holds
power? – and how does it affect 

your characters (for the purposes
of conflict).

3) Key words

Apprentice ‐ a  young person 
learning a trade (often magic) 
from a skilled master.
Decomposing‐ the process of 
decaying and rotting.
Immortal‐ l iving forever, never
dying.
Incantation‐ a series of words used 
in a spell.
Necromancer‐ a black magic wizard 
who ra ises the dead.
Prophecy‐ a prediction of the future
Vanguard‐ foremost part of an
advancing army.

Knowledge Organiser | Year 7 | Writing‐ Fantasy Fiction | How do writers create other worlds
and why?
1) What is Fantasy fiction? 4) Typica l Characters

Protagonists (character whose side the reader is

on)
These characters are the adventurers who are set
out on a quest
to set things right or save the world. They are
driven by heroism and a desire to help others.
They are normally very skilled in fighting and 
diplomacy but can be either poor and lacking
in possessions or sufficiently wealthy and 
wel l‐equipped. Often they used to be soldiers in
an army. They are normally very intelligent and
strong.
Antagonists (characters who oppose the
protagonist)
These characters are the dark and evil ones who 
hold some kind of power over a people or land.
They l ive to devour and destroy and
are a lways destroyed in the end. These 
characters will live in lairs, in dangerous or
abandoned places, often where the sun and

the sun’s warmth cannot penetrate.

5) Devices

Withholding‐ a technique where as a  writer 
you del iberately hold back details so the 
reader hasto guess.
Refer to medieval paraphernalia ‐ this will 
make your writing fit the fantasy mode and
therefore feel suitable.
Give objects and people striking names
The same as above.
Refer to the weather
Often referred to as pathetic fallacyby some.
Fantasy worlds are always outdoors and 
nature plays a big part in the lives of 
the characters.

5) Typical Settings

Cities / Towns / Villages

Normally, the ci ties are overflowing with life,
where squalor and
vi l lainy haunts the alleyways, towns and 
vi l lages seem too quiet by comparison and still 
– regardless, nothing is new, everything 
has long been built and is often being propped 
up or held together.
Countryside
Travel  in fantasy is essential and with no cars i t 
takes a long time.
Depending on the journey your characters
could travel across fields, into mountains,
through bogs, over stretching sand, or
into rocky danger
Tombs / Crypts / Ruins
Danger and goals seem to lie within the most

decrepit of locations. These are dark, forbidden 
places with distant creaking soundsand horror
threatening at every turn.

1) Whole text s tructure

Very generally, s imple sentences are best used to 

open paragraphs or when there’s a new direction 
in a  paragraph. They could also be used to create 
suspense or draw the reader’s attention to 
something important.
‐ Simple sentences: “This is where Haymitch 
would want me to go. Immediately.” The 
Hunger Games‐ Suzanne Collins

‐ Complex sentences can be used for
description of setting, characters’ 
appearance and characters’ thoughts.
Complex sentence: “Behind the tributes across
from me, I can see nothing, indicating either a
steep downward slope or even a cliff.” The
Hunger Games‐Suzanne Collins
An even better rule is to just make sure that you
use a mixture of all sentence types in your
writing, includingcompound sentences too.

2) Whole text structure

You are only writinga short section of a
fantasy s tory and not a whole novel. Here
are some tips of how you could order 
your writing but they are only suggestions:
Withholding at the beginning‐ s lowly
introduce the world by describing the 
protagonist’s journey somewhere.
Action‐ describe a tense moment where the
protagonist has to suffer due to the regime
Cliff‐hanger‐ leave the reader wondering
how the protagonist is going to survive the
regime.

3) Tense and person

Third person and past tense is the most 
tradi tional form to write dystopian fiction:
"Sixteen thousand and twelve in this Centre," 
Mr. Foster replied without hesitation. He
spoke very quickly, had a vivacious blue
eye, and took an evident pleasure in quoting
figures.” A Brave New World‐ Aldous Huxley
However, recently i t’s become popular to
write in first person as well, but be warned, 
this  is more difficult to get right.

4) Pitfall

Don’t use the key words in your creative
writing. They are only there to teach you
about fantasy fiction. They should not 
appear in your assessments.

ENGLISH



PE – Your PE teacher will let you know which sport to study each week



PE – Your PE teacher will let you know which sport to study each week
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• STORY OF RELIGION

• Theists – People who believe in God

• Atheists – People who don’t believe in God

• Agnostic – people who may not believe in God but don’t deny the possibility 
that God exists

• Monotheism – Belief in one God. Monotheistic religions include Islam, 
Christianity and Judaism.

• Polytheism – Belief in more than one God. Polytheistic religion include 
Hinduism.

• How do we recognise religion? – shared characteristics such as holy books, 
religious leaders, ethics, myths, places of worship, rituals.

• Duck/Rabbit – Just because it looks like a duck doesn’t make it a duck (things 
may look like a religion but they are not necessarily one)

• Hierophany – sacred moment of time and space. Events and places that are 
very different from doing ordinary things and being ordinary places.

• Invisible teapot - If belief, age and numbers are sufficient to make a religion 
then anything including the ‘Invisible Teapot can be considered one given 
enough time, numbers and belief.

• Noahide laws – By following seven laws anyone will get into heaven 
irrespective of their religion.

• Miracle – An act that cannot be proven by science and is caused by the 
supernatural (God).

• Signs – A universal object or image that conveys the same message for all 
people irrespective of language or nationality.

• Symbol – An object or image that has different meaning to different 
people. For some it is special, for others it can be offensive. A swastika is an 
example of this. Others may know what it is but it has no meaning.

• Holy trinity - The three parts of God:

• Father – Creator and sustainer of the world

• Son – Jesus or God Incarnate or made into human form

• Holy spirit – The power of God in the world today

• Martin Luther – Author whose work led to the split of Christianity into the 
Roman Catholic church and the Protestant Churches

• 95 Theses – A written work that said people could get into heaven simply by 
believing in God. People did not need to obey the Catholic church to get into 
heaven.

• Westphalian sovereignty – The idea that each country could make its own 
rules without any other country telling them what to do.
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